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Chiptuning has always been the core 
business of TVS Engineering. For over 
15 years our engineers have optimized 
thousands of cars, both engines and 
gearboxes.

What makes us unique is the combination 
of four specialized areas of engineering:
 

✔ ENGINE TUNING
✔ GEARBOX TUNING
✔ DSG REPAIRS
✔ DIAGNOSTICS

 
We are always looking for the limits of both 
the engine and transmission!
We know like nobody else where the 
strengths and weaknesses will be found. 
That is what makes us unique, and as 
customer you will benefit from this 
experience.
 
We create the perfect balance between 
durability, drivability and maximum 
performance.
 

Our software is targeted at all:
 

1  BUSINESS VENTURES 
Lease companies, VAG dealers, VAG 
specialist etc. Quality and reliability 
are our main objectives and under 
certain conditions factory warranty can 
be resumed as well.

2 PRIVATE:
    Engine and transmission 

customization to your individual 
needs. We will optimize your engine 
and gearbox to achieve maximum 
results.

3 MOTORSPORT
  Race cars, Supercharger and 
Turbo builds, gearbox  and engine 
conversions, engine and gearbox 
rebuilds, custom tuning etc.

Engine Software

We are close to the
German border
in Varsseveld
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tvs engineering DSG Race Clutch
 
Since 2005 TVS Engineering is the pioneer in developing DSG software and hardware 
upgrades. Over the years we have been developing and further perfecting our DSG products. 
The TVS DQ250 DSG racing clutches are running strong for years now without any major 
modifications after the first release back in 2009. Based on this knowledge and experience 
we further expanded our DSG racing clutches program with the DQ380, DQ381, DQ500 and 
DL501. 
 
TVS DSG Racing clutches are designed to increase clutch torque capacity to the maximum 
without sacrificing reliability or drivability. To achieve this we carefully balanced the friction 
surface area, friction materials, plate designs and clutch pack shimming. Over the years we 
have learned that a perfect balance is the key for a good DSG racing clutch. Too often we see 
clutches with too many friction plates, too thin steel plates and bad friction plate designs. 
All of this has a negative affect on the reliability and drivability of the DSG transmission. Too 
many plates will increase the friction of the clutch resulting in reduced drivability and gear 
synchronizing issues (noises) nowhere near the factory drivability. Too thin plates, often 
directly resulting from adding more plates, will reduce the clutch thermal capacity. 
 

TVS offers DSG racing clutches for all 
‘’wet clutch’’ VAG DSG transmissions.  

  Maximum Torque Maximum Torque 
Gearbox model Stock clutch TVS DSG racing clutch 
DQ250 600Nm 750Nm (transmission limit) 
DQ380  700Nm 850Nm
DQ381  700Nm 850Nm 
DQ500  800Nm 1000Nm
DL501  800Nm 1000Nm

For racing applications we always advise to use our TVS racing clutch! 

For the DQ250 transmission it is advisable to consider our DQ500 conversion over our 
racing clutch for torque levels above 700Nm.  For the DQ380/DQ381 it is advisable to 
consider our DQ500 gearbox conversion above 800Nm. 

For more information please contact your TVS Engineering dealer.

MAIN BENEFITS OF A
TVS DSG RACING CLUTCH
+ Factory drivability
+ Increased torque capacity 
+ Increased thermal capacity 
+ 100% new clutch assembly 
+ Plug&play solution
+ Proven design
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